
Contents:
1 x Pro-S
1 x 24v Charger.
1 x 22ah Lithium Battery
2 x Stabilizer Wheels
1 x Front Mesh basket.
1 x Golf Club Carrier
Tool Kit and Instructions.

Foot accelerator, steering wheel, key switch in the
steering column, feels like you have taken
your car with you onto the golf course.

Available with:
  62ah or 70/80ah
  batteries.

The rear of the Pro-S
  showing the optional 
   Powerhouse Cart Bag

Uses:
As Pro, depending on battery choice
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Some of the upgrades available...
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The Powerhouse Golf Pro-S Golf Buggy is a further development to
the original Pro Golf Buggy. 

The Pro-S offers the same ease in transportation 
with a chassis that can be quickly

dismantled to fit in most hatch backs and small storage spaces.
 The 'twisting' chassis of the buggy
is durable and strong yet is flexible

 enough to ensure that all four wheels of the buggy remain firmly 
on the ground even over troublesome terrain.

This allows the buggy to offer supreme grip through
the large rubber fairway friendly tyres in all weather conditions. 

The main difference between the Pro and the
Pro-S is the control of the buggy. The Pro-S operates 

through a more conventional steering
wheel that incorporates an easy to read 3 light battery display. 

The forward and reverse drive is managed
through the key switch whilst acceleration is controlled through a 

single foot pedal meaning the Pro-S is an even easier and comfier ride.
 All of this is now powered by an single lightweight Lithium battery 

as standard to make navigating around a light to medium golf course effortless.

Note:
Battery supplied is recommemded for user weight limits of 60-75kg Depending on terrain
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